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“One Hand, One Heart” from West Side Story

In 1989, the year before he died, Leonard Bernstein complained to a musician in the Israel 
Philharmonic: “I don’t feel happy that people will remember me because of West Side 
Story, even though I love the piece. I would rather people remembered me for my serious 
compositions.”

These are strange words indeed from a composer who earlier in his career had proselytized 
for the breaking down of artificial barriers between popular music and “serious” art music. In 
West Side Story, he had triumphantly proven that the two can be fused together successfully. 
Many a composer of symphonies and concertos would give his eyeteeth to be remembered as 
the creator of West Side Story!

Opening on Broadway on September 26, 1957, the musical updated Romeo and Juliet to 
contemporary New York City, where prejudice and feuding teen gangs separate the Polish 
Tony from the Puerto Rican Maria. Working with a dream team of collaborators — Arthur 
Laurents writing the book, Stephen Sondheim contributing the lyrics, and Jerome Robbins 
devising the revolutionary choreography — Bernstein created music that glorified every twist in 
the timeless love story, from brash, streetwise dances to the most tender of romantic ballads. 

We will hear a short selection from one of the most touching songs in this immortal score, 
“One Hand, One Heart,” a duet between the two main characters, Tony and Maria, as they 
express their love for each other during their symbolic make-believe wedding in Act 1. 

Selections from Roméo et Juliette

Premiering on April 27, 1867, Roméo et Juliette was the most spectacular success of Charles 
Gounod’s career, eclipsing even his popular Faust of eight years earlier. Audiences packed 
the Théâtre Lyrique night after night to see it. Its immense allure was amplified by the recent 
opening of the Exposition universelle. This gigantic World’s Fair — celebrating all things 
French and the glories of Haussmann’s recently rebuilt Paris — drew national and international 
visitors to the capital in numbers never seen before. 

Roméo et Juliette triumphed in spite of the fact that it did not follow in the French grand opera 
tradition that had dominated Parisian opera houses: a style that favored dazzling stage 
effects, massive choral scenes, and interpolated ballets. Despite the chorus that opens the 
opera foretelling Roméo and Juliette’s fate and the jubilant crowd at the Capulet ball, this is 
predominantly a very intimate opera that focuses on four glorious duet scenes for the two 
lovers.

Gounod was also generous in providing stunning moments for each of his lovers to shine 
on their own. For his first Juliette, he had Marie Miolan-Carvalho, the undisputed star of the 
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Théâtre Lyrique. Because she had a brilliant coloratura technique and an effortless high 
range, she prevailed on the composer to add the exuberant waltz aria at the Capulet ball, 
“Je veux vivre,” with its exacting chromatic scales and thrilling roulades cresting to a high 
D. 

The aria the composer cared most about for his heroine was the dramatic “Potion Aria” — 
“Amour ranime mon courage” — of Act IV when Juliette contemplates taking the potion 
Friar Laurence has prepared for her to prevent her marriage to Paris. A demanding scene 
combining sections of recitative and aria to express a wide range of emotions, it takes 
Shakespeare’s extended soliloquy for Juliet in the play and gives it music of electrifying 
sweep and power.

“Ah! lève-toi, soleil” is Roméo’s Act II showpiece, sung as he arrives below Juliette’s 
balcony. Solo clarinet and harp color this beautiful display of flowing tenorial ardor, topped 
by a series of golden high B-flats.

Although Gounod’s setting of the story is reasonably close to Shakespeare’s original, he and 
his librettists chose to make one very significant change: they allowed Roméo to live long 
enough to enable a heartbreaking final duet with Juliette. This “Tomb Duet” is a duet of 
death as the lovers succumb to the cruelty of fate. The anguish of this scene is made virtually 
unbearable by the many reminiscences, in both the orchestra and the lovers’ lines, of music 
from their most joyful moments in the opera. Gounod’s last and most poignant musical 
transformation is his recasting of a passionate interlude from Act IV, the lovers’ only night 
together, into a heartrending farewell as Juliette sings her dying words.

 
 
Selections from Romeo and Juliet

Though now more than 400 years old, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet still reigns as the 
most compelling of all love stories. And it has held as much allure for composers as for 
theater and film directors. As one composer who succumbed to its spell, Hector Berlioz, 
wrote: “God! What a fine subject! How it lends itself to music!”

As he returned to the Soviet Union in the mid-1930s after years of exile in the West, Sergei 
Prokofiev chose Romeo and Juliet as a gift to his homeland, honoring the Russian tradition 
of full-length story ballets such as Swan Lake and Sleeping Beauty. With a commission from 
Moscow’s Bolshoi Ballet in hand and the love story driving his imagination, he wrote most of 
the two-hour-plus score rapidly over the summer and early fall of 1935. 
Trouble arose as the ballet went into rehearsal. Bewildered by Prokofiev’s frequently 
complicated rhythms, the dancers complained that the music was “undance-able,” and the 
Bolshoi dropped the production. But Prokofiev believed deeply in his score — a magnificent 
blending of his melodic gifts, sophisticated wit, and cinematic skill of painting pictures with 
music — and in 1936, he created two concert suites to advertise his masterpiece. Audiences 
fell in love with the music, and ultimately, Leningrad’s Kirov Ballet mounted a triumphant 
production in January 1940 that established the work as one of the jewels of the classical 
ballet repertoire.

We will hear four selections, drawn from both suites. First comes one of ballet’s greatest pas 
de deux: Prokofiev’s glorious setting of the famous “Balcony Scene” between the two lovers, 
featuring the ecstatic high-register violin writing that is a trademark of this composer. Quite 
different is the next selection, “Tybalt’s Death.” This brutally virtuosic sequence describes the 
two contrasting duels that set the tragedy in motion. First, a playful, scherzo-like fight in which 
Juliet’s cousin Tybalt accidentally kills Romeo’s prankster friend, Mercutio; then, Romeo’s 
frenzied duel of vengeance with Tybalt. Fifteen savage, short chords mark Tybalt’s death. 
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Brass cry out a desperate version of the love theme as the Capulets bear away his body.

From Suite 2 comes the selection “Montagues and Capulets.” With two savagely dissonant 
chords, Prokofiev sets the play’s prologue, as the Prince of Verona forbids the two families 
to continue their feud. Then, in the swaggering macho dance of the Capulet men at Juliet’s 
ball, the composer brilliantly demonstrates why this command will be ignored. In a lyrical 
interlude, Romeo first spies Juliet dancing at the ball.

“The Young Girl Juliet”: Shakespeare tells us that Juliet is not yet 14, and Prokofiev 
charmingly shows her innocence and frisky girlishness before she meets Romeo. Two flutes 
sing her theme, revealing the passionate depths of her nature.
 
 
Selections from Romeo and Juliet Overture-Fantasy

In 1869, the 28-year-old Tchaikovsky was just recovering from the breaking off of his only 
love affair with a woman — the fascinating Belgian opera singer Desirée Artôt — when he 
was urged to use this subject to transform his pain into art by his fellow Russian composer 
Mily Balakirev. This renunciation had been difficult for Tchaikovsky, and soon after, he was 
seen at the opera house listening to Artôt with tears streaming down his face. 

A member of the five Russian nationalist composers known as the “Mighty Handful,” 
Balakirev became more famous for the compositions he inspired in others than for his own 
works, and the young Tchaikovsky was one of his protégés. On a long walk together, he 
suggested Romeo and Juliet as the perfect program for a symphonic poem and followed 
that up with a letter detailing how the work should be laid out. Tchaikovsky latched onto the 
idea immediately, but used his own artistic discretion about Balakirev’s suggestions. The first 
version of his Fantasy-Overture was written in just six weeks at the end of 1869. 

The musical events of Tchaikovsky’s first masterpiece convey virtually all the dramatic 
elements of Shakespeare play except the scenes of comic relief. At this concert, we will hear 
an abridged version, focusing on both the love and the conflict music. That latter sequence 
fills the overture’s dramatic middle or development section, a furious street battle between 
the Capulets and Montagues. Of course, this overture’s most famous music is the ardent love 
theme, one of the most inspired this great melodist ever wrote. Tchaikovsky craftily presents it 
first with very subdued scoring — an English horn solo over violas — saving its full passion 
for later when it returns soaring aloft in the violins. 
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